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Watercolour Pencils by Numbers 

 Warning! Not suitable for children under 36 months, danger of suffocation if small parts are swallowed, risk of injury by sharp-edged and pointed items. Retain 
address and instructions for future reference! 
 
Introduction 
Watercolour Pencils are an incredibly versatile and easy to use medium, capable of producing a large range of effects. They can be used exactly 
as you would use normal coloured pencils, for sketching and shading, with colour mixing achieved by blending colour on top of colour to achieve 
the desired result. They can also be used with water, to create beautiful, authentic watercolour techniques without the need for paints, palettes 
etc. The pencils are ideally suited for combination effects, where watercolour and pencil can be used in conjunction, to produce “line and wash” 
pictures. To use the pencils as Watercolours, simply sketch an area of shading with one or more overlaid colours. Then, using a large brush 
loaded with clear water, wash over the surface of the drawing to activate the pencil work, which will immediately turn into a perfect watercolour 
wash! Once dry, you can apply fresh areas of pencil shading and detail on top. Our artist has chosen subject matter that uses both the 
watercolour and the dry pencil techniques in the same scene. To help you complete your picture, we’ve shown the four stages of his drawing, and 
written easy to follow, numbered instructions. The high quality mounted cartridge paper supplied is pre-printed with a ghost image of the 
composition, which is perfect for the less experienced artist. We have also supplied paper to practice on, plus a sharpener and a putty eraser. 
Techniques 
It is important to build up the shading of a composition in a logical order to avoid confusion. The best method is to begin with the lightest tones, 
followed by the middle and dark tones, and finally surface details. Begin by practicing your shading technique on scrap paper. The most popular 
method is to gently sketch lines at approximately 45 degrees so that they merge together to create an even tone. Simply add pressure to darken 
an area, or overlay another pencil to create new colours. (See shading examples.) 
Stage A 

Refer to the illustration A on the packaging for guidance. 

1. Sketch in the wolves with a very pale Blue. Add pale Orange in some areas. Then add pale Yellow on top of the Orange to brighten it a little. Add Yellow 
to the top section of the animals to represent moonlight. 

2. Sketch the outlines of the white branches on the left-hand trees first, then fill in the gaps in the sky area with a medium tone of Blue.  

3. Fill in the lower cloud areas using Purple. Leave the top sections of the clouds white, and add a touch of Yellow where the cloud is lit by the moon. 

4. Add Yellow to the moon, leaving the upper section white. 

5. Draw in the distant mountain areas in Blue, leaving white highlights. Colour these with Yellow. 

6. Add trees, using Green, overlaid with pale Purple. 

7. Add a medium tone of Blue to the snow in the middle ground. Sketch in some Purple, Green and Yellow on top. 

8. Using Black, add tone to the silver birch trees towards the middle area of the trunk, leaving both sides white. Darken the area that is shaded from the 
moon. i.e. the left side of the left hand trees, and the right side of the right hand trees! Note that the shadows of the trees and wolves in the snow will also 
radiate outwards from the light source, i.e. the moon, rather than all at the same angle. 

9. Add shadows in the foreground snow using Blue. Then add Green areas, and finally pale Yellow  to represent moonlight. 

Stage B 

Refer to the illustration B on the packaging for guidance. 

10. Using a well-loaded watercolour brush you can add washes of clear water to each section individually, to create your watercolour wash. Complete 
each area quickly, trying not to carry colour into another area.  

It is advisable to practise this technique on some scrap paper before starting your final piece. Stopping halfway through an area may result in visible joins, 
which can look unattractive, so working fairly quickly and accurately is important. Avoid covering over any white highlights, and allow to dry before 
commencing the next area. Remove excess water with the corner of a piece of tissue. 

Alternatively, if you do not wish to use the Watercolour effect, proceed to the next stage. 

Stage C 

Refer to the illustration C on the packaging for guidance. 

11. Add detail to the sky area using Blue. Add layer upon layer, rather than pressing down heavily on the pencil, to achieve an intense colour. This will 
damage the paper’s surface and probably break the pencil tip. Be careful to retain the whiteness of the branches. Draw each side of the branch with a 
sharp Blue pencil first, and then colour in the sky. 

12. Add detail to the clouds using Purple. 

13. Add detail to the mountains using Blue, and Yellow in some places for the moonlight. 

14. Strengthen the fir trees with Green, and then a layer of Black. 

15. Deepen the tone of the background snow using Blue, followed by a layer of Black. Add patches of Green. 

16. Add detail to the right-hand fir trees. Using Green, add short pencil strokes to represent the fir tree needles. Darken the right side with Blue. 

17. Add tone to the wolves using Black, overlaid with Orange and Yellow in places to achieve the sandy colouring. Use Blue for the leg and face areas of 
the closest wolf. Use Brown for the ears of the other one. Try to indicate the direction and length of the fur with your sketching technique, using a 
combination of long and short strokes. 

18. Strengthen the Blue shadows cast by the wolves. Add grass areas in the snow, plus leaves, using Green, with areas of Orange. Add a layer of Yellow 
to brighten the colour. 

19. Finally, lightly brush the wolf drawings with water, taking care not to carry the strong black areas to other sections of the picture. The best way to avoid 
this is to wash the brush quickly before proceeding from a black pencil area to a light one. Add water to the foreground grass and leaves, and to the 
background snow. If you prefer to use the dry pencil technique, proceed to Stage D. 

Stage D 

Refer to the illustration D and to the reference on the front of the packaging for guidance. 

20. Add a layer of Purple to the top area of the sky. 

21. Using Black, add detail to the distant fir trees. Begin by drawing the main branches, and then draw in the lines of the foliage hanging under them. 

22. Add detail to the foreground trees, such as the cracks in the bark and the fine twigs, using Black. The areas facing the moon have a pale Yellow layer, 
and the other side of the tree has a pale Blue layer. Add more detail and depth to the right hand tree’s foliage with a combination of Black and Green 
strokes. Allow some of them to break through the white areas, to show fir needles emerging through the layer of snow. 

23. Add final detail to the wolves. Use your pencil strokes to add tone, and also to indicate the length and direction of the fur. Use Black for the very  

dark areas, overlaid with Orange and Yellow to achieve the sandy colouring. Use Blue with touches of Black for the whiter areas.  

24. Add final detail to the background snow. 

25. Strengthen the shadows in the foreground snow using Blue, with a pale layer of Black nearer to the paws. Add areas of Blue in the snow. 

26. Add twigs and grass breaking through the snow with Green and Brown. Add final detail to leaves. Brighten greenery with Yellow. Using Blue,  

add shadows to the blades of grass etc, remembering that all shadows must radiate outwards from the light source, i.e. the moon. 

27. Finally, add any tonal adjustments or finishing touches that you feel are necessary.  


